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Friends of Abbey Fields 

The Sixteenth Annual General Meeting 

Held on Wednesday 25th July 2018  

at The Senior Citizens Club, Abbey End, Kenilworth 

 

1. Welcome 

 

The Chair, Ojars Bartmanis, welcomed everyone (14 FOAF members, 6 committee 

members, and one visitor) for attending on a very hot evening. Although, given our 

current overall membership numbers, 21 attendees in addition to committee 

members, are required to be Quorate, the Chair confirmed that there are no major or 

contentious issues as far as we are aware and, with permission of members present, 

the AGM will take place. This was AGREED. 

 

2. Apologies 

 

Apologies for Absence were received from Sue Martin, Anne Smith, Rob Blacklock, 

Anne & Tony Gilmore, Sue Palmer, Roy Shearing, Sue Searle, Clive Stone, Max 

Phillips, Liz Lofthouse, David Rickers, Rowena Hill, Richard Dickson. Also, from Jon 

Holmes (Warwick District Council) and John Harris (FOAF Auditor). 

 

3. Acceptance of Minutes of the last Annual General Meeting held on 26th July 

2017 

 

 These Minutes were Approved. 

 

4. Treasurer’s Report and Acceptance of 2017/8 Accounts (see Appendix 1)  

 

Rachael Horgan, Treasurer, reported that there has been an increase in our bank 

account of £3422 this last year, with Subscriptions up by 52% (although this 

percentage is not a direct correlation to last year’s numbers as there is some overlap 

in the Membership year). Rachael explained that the Gift Aid has not been completed 

for the last year but that arrangements are in hand for this, along with the current 

year. 

 

Miscellaneous expenses include a key for the Garage where FOAF Stores were 

being kept, a survey fee, frames for Lifetime Membership Certificates and 

Paperweights for retiring long-serving committee members, stationery, refreshments 

at Activities, £120 for garage rental. The 2018 Calendar was a very successful 

initiative this year, making over £3000. 

 

On a point of clarification, Rachael, and Bart, Chair, explained that payment to the 

Lions for a FOAF stall at the Lions Summer Event had been made although there 
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were insufficient volunteers available to run a Stall on the day. The Lions have very 

kindly carried this payment forward towards next year’s Event. 

 

In answer to a query from a member present: from observations, although the Activity 

Station at Castle End is perhaps less well-used the other Trim Stations funded by 

FOAF do appear to be quite well used, including by children and older people.  

 

Overall, therefore, this has been a successful year for our finances, with Warwick 

District Council also very pleased with this balance as it enables us to support and 

work with WDC as new ideas develop. 

 

Acceptance of these Annual Accounts were Proposed by: Alison Wiggins 

Seconded by: Norman Stevens Unanimously Accepted by: all Present 

 

5. Brief Reports 

 

 Membership 

Sam Sexton, Membership Secretary of FOAF presented a short report, attached 

as Appendix 2.  

Web-Master 

David Emsley, Webmaster of FOAF presented a short report, attached as 

Appendix 3. David also thanked Sam Sexton for encouraging him to be involved 

with FOAF and to lead on our website He also thanked Sam for his meticulous 

spell-checks! 

 

 Events and Litter Picks 

Joy Margerum reported a successful year for FOAF events and litter picks. 
Attendance has been generally in the mid-twenties at each event. Our first event 
was a Bird Walk which everyone found very useful. The Wildflower Meadow Walk 
showed what a fantastic amount of activity there is, including many butterflies. 
The Bat Walk was very popular, with attendance at 35, including quite a few 
children. 
 

The monthly Litter Picks are proving to be very successful and supported by 

members, local Beavers and WDC. 

 

 Newsletter 

Catriona Woods reported: she is aiming to produce Newsletters 3 or 4 times a 

year, the next one being September-time. The format now includes News Items 

(for example, plans and progress relating to the new Footpath); Story Features 

(for example, pieces about the Abbey Fields landscape). Cat would like to hear 

from members about any news items, or topics members would be keen to see 

as the subject of a feature article. She stressed the aim of ensuring that the 

Newsletter reflects effective two-way communication between the Committee and 

wider membership. 
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6. Chair’s Report 

 

Ojars Bartmanis, Chair, reported: This last year has seen four new Committee 

Members and has been Bart’s first year as chair. A lot has been achieved and Bart 

acknowledged the achievements and hard work of the committee.  

 

He extended warm thanks to: Adam Beresford-Browne, who although leaving the 

committee before the end of the year, was responsible for developing FOAF’s profile 

across a range of social media, and also undertook a range of wider marketing 

initiatives; David Emsley, whose efforts as our new Webmaster has led to a website 

that has never looked better - lots of wonderful photos, much new material, and an 

overall site that has been significantly upgraded; Joy Margerum for her efforts with 

events and litter picks which have all been so well-attended; Cat Woods for 

developing and producing such excellent Newsletters; Rachael Horgan for taking-on 

the Treasurer’s role and bringing all our finance information together; vice-chair 

David Pettifor for having ‘a sure hand on the tiller’ and helping to keep the relatively 

new committee and Chair in line! Sam Sexton, for managing a membership level at 

its highest level and for managing the new Data Protection requirements so 

painlessly! Rose Ruddick for producing regular Minutes. 

 

Bart referred to the close working relationship between FOAF and WDC. We have 

been accompanying WDC on their monthly audits of Abbey Fields and Jon Holmes 

has regularly attended FOAF committee meetings during the year.  

 

The 2018 Calendar has been very well-received locally, also able to advertise local 

Kenilworth events for the year, and the near £3000 profit is the ‘best ever’. Bart 

issued thanks to our Printer for the quality of the calendar, which of course includes 

the winning photos submitted – chosen with the help of Kenilworth’s Mayor. 

 

Bart mentioned that the venue of committee meetings is now The Almanack. He also 

shard the committee’s agreed ‘Mantra’ for FOAF ‘’Celebrate…Educate…Protect’’ 

 

Bart referred to the First ever Member Survey which took place earlier this year. We 

were very pleased to have a response rate of over 50% and very positive feedback. 

One area explored through this Survey was member capacity and skills that might be 

available to FOAF activities and, as a result, one member has already kindly come 

forward and led a Litter-Pick session – our thanks to Joanna Illingworth; thanks also 

to Rob Blacklock for providing a new shed for storing FOAF items and to John Harris, 

a qualified accountant, for kindly taking-on the role of checking our accounts. 

 

Lastly, Bart thanked retiring committee members: Adam Beresford-Browne, Joy 

Margerum, Rose Ruddick and David Pettifor (more about David in Item 8!) 
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Susette Garrett thanked Bart on behalf of the membership and the rest of the 

committee for all his amazing hard work as our Chair. 

 

 

 

7. Election of Officers and Committee for 2018/9 

 

The following people were unanimously elected: 

Chair: Ojars Bartmanis (proposed by Catriona Woods, seconded by David Pettifor) 

Secretary: Sue Martin (proposed by Rosamund Comins and seconded by Sam 

Sexton) 

Treasurer: Rachael Horgan (proposed by Bart, seconded by David Emsley) 

Membership Secretary; Sam Sexton (proposed by Margaret Rogers, seconded by 

Rose Ruddick) 

Website: David Emsley (proposed by Sam Sexton, seconded by Catriona Woods) 

Newsletter: Catriona Woods (proposed by Rachael Horgan, seconded by Linda 

Pettifor 

 

The Chair confirmed that John Harris will be FOAF Auditor. 

 

The new Committee will very much hope to gain a replacement for Joy, who leads on 

our activities and the Chair confirmed that a plea for offers will be going out shortly to 

the membership. 

 

8. Life Membership 

On behalf of the Committee and Membership, the Chair congratulated David Pettifor, 

our longest-serving member of the FOAF – since 2004 – who has served as member 

and as Vice-Chair and Chair. Although continuing as a very supportive and much-

valued member of FOAF, David is retiring from the Committee tonight. We are very 

grateful that he stayed on for this final year as he has provided enormous help in 

settling-in a comparatively new committee. David’s service to FOAF has been 

immense and tonight we thank him very much for all his time, energy and 

commitment over many years. In recognition we are also delighted to present him 

with a Certificate of Honorary Life Membership.  

In response, David expressed that he was honoured and gave his thanks for this 

recognition. He said that FOAF had been part of his life for a long time and that he 

has made a lot of friends within the membership, the local council and wider 

Associations. Abbey Fields gives him great pleasure, and he is very keen that it stays 

as Abbey Fields not Abbey Fields Park! There are ‘park’ areas but also important’ 

natural’ areas.  

He congratulated Jon Holmes and WDC for all their hard work at Crackley Woods 

which has recently been recognised as an area of ‘national significance’. 

David indicated that it is not easy to leave our committee, but it is a little easier to do 

so knowing that we have a Chair and committee who have proved themselves to be 

dedicated to the protection, and even improvement, of Abbey Fields. It gives him 
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great satisfaction that Abbey Fields is so well used. David finished with wishing 

FOAF very well for the future, commenting that there are lots of clubs and 

associations in Kenilworth but none with a membership like ours – let’s keep Abbey 

Fields a ‘magical area’. 

 

9. AOB 

Sue Tall congratulated David Emsley on the Website, particularly the page on the 

War Memorial and the photos. Sue informed the Meeting that the Memorial itself will 

be refurbished next month and six new names will be added - these names were 

researched by Sue and have been approved by WDC. It is not yet confirmed but 

hoped that there will also be a Commemoration Service. 

Sue Tall and Robin Leach informed the Meeting that during the forthcoming Heritage 

Weekend they will be leading a Heritage World War 1 Walk on 8th September, 

starting at 10:00am. The Chair asked for full details to be emailed so that they can 

then be shared with the membership. 

Norman Stevens informed the Meeting that on 15th September there will be a Walk in 

Abbey Fields organised by Kenilworth History & Archaeology Society. The Chair 

suggested that this information also be forwarded to us as it can all go on to our 

website. 

Sam Sexton mentioned Kenilworth Vibes on Facebook, led by Louise Hanson; this is 

a good site for advertising events. 

The Meeting briefly discussed concern in the town about plans for the outside 

swimming pool and whether it might be replaced with a gym, despite being part of 

our history and over 100 years old and there being a national trend towards opening 

more outside pools. Clive Peacock stated that a consultative exercise is taking place 

and over 2000 people are involved in a ‘Save Our Outdoor Pool’ Group. It was 

recognised that there will be a wide a variety of opinions on this topic across FOAF 

membership and that it would not be appropriate to support any one point of view, at 

least before consulting the membership. However, our website etc can usefully 

include core information on issues such as the above. 

There was a query as to why the larger swings at Abbey Fields have been removed; 

also, whether dredging of the brook is planned. The Chair indicated that these 

matters will be raised with Jon Holmes, WDC. 

Alison Wiggins queried any further information about ideas for a Cycle Path through 

Abbey Fields. There do not appear to be any plans to take this forward at present. 

The meeting recognised that this is a contentious subject with many points of view. 

Dilys Skinner asked if there will be a 2020 Calendar. The chair indicated that this will 

be considered in the Autumn. It is a very successful activity but also very time-

consuming. The committee will look in detail at all possibilities before deciding. The 

idea of Christmas Cards was also put forward.  
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Norman Stevens queried why Himalayan Balsam is such an issue of concern: Joy 

explained that it spreads, has no checks and it is a Schedule 9 offence to plant or 

grow it in the wild. 

 

 

Concluding Remarks from The Chair 

Bart thanked everyone for attending the AGM. He recognised that Kenilworth is 

facing many challenges, including HS2 and new Housing Developments, but also 

that our role is to protect one of Kenilworth’s ‘jewels in the crown’ and referred again 

to our key objectives: to ‘celebrate, educate and protect’ Abbey Fields. The next year 

will include keeping all our ongoing initiatives afloat, but also looking at new ideas, 

particularly around engaging youth, raising our profile and our membership numbers 

  

 

 

Appendices x 3 Below: 
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Appendix 1: ACCOUNTS
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Appendix 2: MEMBERSHIP REPORT 

Since the last AGM, we’ve had 20 new members and 4 members have died. 

 

We now have 209 personal and two corporate members, plus eight honorary ones. 145 

personal members have paid for the coming year (new or renewals), with 64 yet to renew – 

much better figures than this time last year (76/112). Neither corporate member has 

renewed. 

 

We have survived the implementation of GDPR and I thank you all for your compliance – it 

may all seem ridiculous for an organisation such as ours, but unfortunately it was necessary. 

 

The most surprising effect of having to send out the GDPR questions was the number of 

members opting to receive the newsletter by email rather than (or as well as) the paper 

copy. A year ago, there was one – we now have 60! This will save time for our distributors – 

and speaking of whom, I can’t always see them when I drop off the newsletters, so I’d like to 

express my thanks to them now for their efforts – they are much appreciated. 

 

You may have noticed already, but I am using a new email address for membership matters. 

This is foaf.membership@gmail.com, but the old membership@friendsofabbeyfields.org.uk 

forwards all messages to the new address and although publicity will change to specify the 

new address, the old one will stay in place indefinitely. 

 

   

  

mailto:foaf.membership@gmail.com
mailto:membership@friendsofabbeyfields.org.uk
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Appendix 3: WEBMASTER REPORT 

 

 
Friends of Abbey Fields 

Webmaster Report for the Sixteenth Annual General Meeting 

25th July 2018 
  

 
Since its original creation, the Friends of Abbey Fields website has provided an information 

service for members of Friends of Abbey Fields as well as the general public.  

 

Over the past 6 months the website has received averages as follows: 

Unique visitors = 525, Visits = 661 and  hits = 9538. 

NB these stats include traffic generated by bots, worms and traffic with special HTTP status 

codes 

 

During the past year the website has been reporting about the activities undertaken by 

Warwick District Council, Warwickshire Wildlife groups and events organised by Friends of 

Abbey Fields as well. Such activities range from maintenance carried out by Warwick District 

Council – removal of the tree which collapsed into the lake and the refurbishment of the 

slabs around the base of the War Memorial – through Friends of Abbey Fields own activities 

– the Meadow, Bat, Bird and Moth walks and litter picks as well as the new “Himalayan 

Balsam Bash”.  

 

Wherever possible the website tries to follow the Friends of Abbey Fields approach – 

Educate, Celebrate, Protect. We are slowly updating the web pages to consolidate all the 

information we have about the history of FOAF activities and allow, hopefully, easier access 

to specific topics depending on people’s different interests. We have extended our 

information outlets and can also be found on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram  

 

As all other organisations in the EU who conduct part of their business on line we have had 

to implement the General Data Protection Regulation rules and you will have seen our 

approach on the updated membership forms. This information is also available on the 

website. 

 

In the past all images presented on the website, either in specific topics or generally in the 

gallery, have been presented through the services of the Webmaster.  This year we have 

introduced a new feature which will allow anyone to put their own images of Abbey Fields on 

the website – subject to them being appropriate and not offensive.  Full details of this can be 

found through the gallery pages.  We would like you to contribute to this gallery as Abbey 

Fields are a feature of Kenilworth, enjoyed by all its residents, and your photographs will 

help others to see what a wonderful environment it offers. 
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On a personal note – one year ago, I contacted Sam Sexton, the previous webmaster, about 

the website and he invited me to take over the role.  I would like to thank Sam for all his 

assistance, including being my spelling and grammar checker.  

 

David Emsley  FOAF Webmaster. 

 


